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On Some Circular Distributions Induced by Inverse
Stereographic Projection
Shamal Chandra Karmaker
In earlier studies of circular data, mostly circular distributions were considered and
many biological data sets were assumed to be symmetric. However, presently inter-
est has increased for skewed circular distributions as the assumption of symmetry
may not be meaningful for some data. This thesis introduces three skewed circular
models based on inverse stereographic projection, introduced by Minh and Farnum
(2003), by considering three different versions of skewed-t considered in the litera-
ture, namely Azzalini skewed-t, two-piece skewed-t and Jones and Faddy skewed-t.
Shape properties of the resulting distributions along with estimation of parameters
using maximum likelihood are discussed in this thesis. Further, three real data sets
(Bruderer and Jenni, 1990; Holzmann et al., 2006; Fisher, 1993) are used to illustrate
the application of the new model and its extension to finite mixture modelng. Good-
ness of fit of the new distributions is studied using maximum log-likelihood, Akaike
information criterion and chi-square values. It is found that Azzalini and Jones-
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There are various scientific fields, where the observations are ‘directions’. For exam-
ple a biologist may be interested in studying the direction of flight of a bird or the
orientation of an animal while a geologist may be interested in measuring the direc-
tion of earth’s magnetic pole. Directional data are often met in Biology, Geography,
Geology, Geophysics, Medicine, Meteorology and Oceanography, such as in analysing
the origins of comets, solving bird navigational problems, assessing variation in the
onset of leukaemia, investigating wind directions etc. There are various statistical
problems which arise in the analysis of directional data.
The directions are considered as points on the circumference of a circle in two
dimensions or on the surface of a sphere in three dimensions. Generally, directions
may be visualized as a points on the surface of hypersphere but observed directions
are obviously angular measurements (Mardia, 1975). There have been various suc-
cessful attempts in modeling directional data, most attention was given to symmetric
distributions, and large number of biological data sets were assumed to be symmet-
ric. However, nowadays, interest has increased for skewed distributions to analyse
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data which are clearly not symmetric. This dissertation mainly focuses on asymmet-
ric unimodal circular distributions generated by inverse stereographic projection(ISP)
of R→ C, a transformation that maps points on the real line to those on a unit circle.
1.2 Outline of the thesis
The main purpose of this work is to construct circular models for asymmetric circular
data by using Inverse Stereographic Projection. The structure of this thesis is as
follows:
• Chapter 1 gives an introduction to circular statistics, review of some literature
and parametric circular distributions.
• Chapter 2 discusses different methods of generating circular distributions.
• Chapter 3 introduces three asymmetric circular distributions by using Inverse
Stereographic Projection approach on three commonly used skewed-t distribu-
tions on the real line.
• Chapter 4 discusses characteristic function and shape characteristics of the pro-
posed distributions.
• Chapter 5 compares the proposed models in terms of their goodness of fit using
three data sets that have been previously used.
• Chapter 6 provides conclusions.
1.3 Circular data and sample statistics
There are various statistical problems where the data are in the form of angular
measurements making orientations or angles in the plane (circular data) or in space
2
(spherical data). Circular data is the simple form of directional data, where the single
response is not scalar, but angular or directional.The fundamental statistical assump-
tion is that the data are randomly sampled from a population of directions. These
observations that can be regarded as points on the circumference of a unit circle or
as a unit vector in the plane. This type of data can be transformed to angles by
choosing a suitable origin and a sense of rotation (clockwise or counter-clockwise).
An important property of this type of data is that different origins or a different
sense of rotation produce different values for the same observation. Another impor-
tant characteristic is periodicity.
Circular data arise in different ways. The two most common sources that rise
to circular data correspond to the two principal circular measuring instruments, the
compass and the clock. Examples of circular data measured by the compass include
wind directions, directions and orientations of birds and animals, ocean current di-
rections and orientation of geological phenomena such as rock cores and fractures.
3
Figure 1.1: Circular data plot of orientations of 100 ants, Fisher 1993, p.243
Figure 1.1 shows the plot of the directions chosen by 100 ants in response to an
evenly illuminated black target that was placed at pi (1800), as an example of circu-
lar data obtained using a compass. Most ants tend to find the target, however, few
ants miss the target making observations fall around the entire possible range Fisher
(1993).
On the other hand, typical data measured by the clock includes arrival times of
patients at an intensive care unit in a hospital, incidences of a disease throughout the
year, and the number of tourists (daily or monthly) in a city within a year. Similar
type of data also arise as times of day (or times of year) of appropriate events (for
instance the times of day at which thunderstorms occur), the times of the year at
which heavy rain occurs and time of the day a major traffic accident occurs.
4
Figure 1.2: Circular data plot of arrival times at an intensive care unit, Fisher 1993,
p.239
An example of such data is presented in Figure 1.2 that shows arrival times on
a 24-hour clock of 254 patients at an intensive care unit, over a period of about 12
months, taken from Fisher (1993, p.239). The plots in Figures 1.1 and 1.2 are called
rose diagrams. They are better than histograms in depicting the periodic nature of
circular data, however histograms are also commonly used.
A histogram of the heading of 1827 migrating birds recorded at an observational
post near Stuttgart during the autumnal migration period of 1987, and reported in
5
Bruderer and Jenni (1990) is presented in Figure 1.3. Here, the term ‘heading’ refers
to the direction, measured in a clockwise direction from North, of a bird’s body during























Figure 1.3: Histogram of the heading of 1827 migrating birds in Germany, direction
measured clockwise from north in radians
There are two main approaches in directional statistics, namely, the intrinsic ap-
proach (directions are considered as points on the circle itself) and the embedding
approach (directions are considered as special points in the plane) are commonly used
(Mardia and Jupp, 2009). The embedding approach of regarding each point θ on the
circle as the unit vector X = (cos θ, sin θ)T in the plane enables us to take expecta-
tions and thereby define unbiasedness. A single observation A = θ0(0 < θ ≤ 3600)
represents the angle made by the vector with positive X-axis (the point (1,0) on the
unit circle)in the counter-clockwise direction. The Cartesian co-ordinates of the vec-
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tor are (x, y) = (cos θ0, sin θ0).
The important characteristic that differentiates circular data from data measured
on a linear scale is its wrap-around nature with no maximum or minimum (0 = 2pi),
and in general the measurement is periodic with θ being the same as θ + 2kpi for
any integer k. Because of the geometry of the sample space, circular data cannot be
modelled using standard statistical techniques. For instance, the sample mean of a
data set on the circle (circular mean) is not the usual sample mean (linear mean).
To see this, consider a sample of two observations x1 = 15
0 and x2 = 345
0. Then the
linear mean of these two data is simply 1800, but as we can see in Figure 1.4, this
value is not a sensible summary of the location of the data.
7
Figure 1.4: Circular plot of two observation 150 and 3450
To calculate the circular mean, one needs to combine all the observations as unit
vectors. The normal way to combine unit vectors is vector addition: the direction of
the resultant vector will be defined as the mean direction of the individual vectors
and the length of the resultant vector will be defined as the mean of the vectors.
Suppose a sample is given by n unit vectors ABi, i = 1, 2, ...., n, from the center A
of a circle with radius 1, to points Bi on the circumference of the circle. Let θi be
8
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The size of R depends on the variability of the data. If the sample can be regarded
as randomly scattered around the circle then R → 0 as n → ∞ and if the sample is
concentrated at θ then R→ 1 as n→∞.
The pth sample trigonometric moments about zero direction for p = 1, 2, ... is
defined as (Mardia and Jupp, 2009)















The characteristic function of a circular random variable Θ is defined as
φ(t) = E(eitΘ),
and the value of the above function measured at integer p is called the pth trigono-
metric moment of Θ
φ(p) = E(eipΘ) =
∫ 2pi
0
eipθ dF (θ), p = ±1, ±2, ...
9
By Euler’s formula, it follows that
E(eipΘ) = E[cos(pΘ) + i sin(pΘ)] =
∫ 2pi
0




therefore, the pth trigonometric moment can be written as
φ(p) = αp + iβp
where









Here, αp and βp are the population analogues for the sample trigonometric moment
ap and bp. When p = 1 then φ(1) = α1 + iβ1 = ρe










1 is the mean resultant length. And the quantities
µ and ρ are the population analogues for θ and R. The mean direction ρ ∈ [0, 1], and
it characterizes the spread of the distribution.
1.4 Parametric distributions on circle
A circular distribution is a probability distribution around a unit circle from 0 to
2pi, which provides corresponding probabilities to different directions. Let f(.) be the
density function of a circular random variable Θ. It satisfies the following conditions




f(θ) dθ = 1, for 0 ≤ w < 2pi,
3. f(θ) = f(θ + 2pik) for any integer k
Thus, the density is a periodic, non-negative function with period 2pi which integrates
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to 1 over any region of length 2pi.
The cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.) F is defined as
F (w) = P (0 ≤ θ ≤ w) =
∫ w
0
f(θ) d(θ), w ∈ [0, 2θ),
and by definition,F (0) = 0 and F (2pi) = 1.
Now we discuss different circular distributions (Fisher, 1993; Jammalamadaka and
SenGupta, 2001).
1.4.1 The uniform distribution
Uniform distribution where all directions on the unit circle have equal probability,
that is, there is no preferred direction and the mean direction is undefined. The dis-




, θ ∈ [0, 2pi),




, θ ∈ [0, 2pi),
1.4.2 The von Mises (VM) distribution
The von Mises distribution is a symmetric unimodal distribution which is the most
commonly used model for symmetric and unimodal samples of circular data. The












exp [κ cos(φ− µ)] dφ
is the modified Bessel function of order zero. The distribution has a maximum value
at θ = µ and it is symmetric around µ, which is therefore the mean and modal
direction. The parameter κ is a concentration parameter. As κ→ 0, the distribution
converges to the uniform distribution; as κ→∞, the distribution tends to the point
distribution concentrated in the direction µ.
1.4.3 Cardioid distribution
Perturbation of the uniform density by a cosine function produces the cardioid dis-




[1 + 2ρ cos(θ − µ)], |ρ| < 1
2
The distribution is symmetrical and unimodal with mode at µ (ifρ > 0). For ρ = 0,
the cardioid distribution reduces to the uniform distribution.
1.4.4 Wrapped distribution
A circular distribution can be obtained by wrapping distributions on the real line
around a unit circle. In general, if X is any random variable on the real line with
p.d.f. g(x), and c.d.f. G(x), we can obtain circular random variable Θ by defining:
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Θ = X[mod 2pi].
The p.d.f. f(θ) of Θ is obtained by wrapping g(x) around the circumference of a




g(θ + 2pik), θ ∈ [0, 2pi)
.





1.4.4.1 Wrapped Normal (WN) distribution
The WN distribution is a symmetric unimodal two-parameter distribution which is
obtained by wrapping a normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ2 around
the circle. It arises as the distribution of the location after a fixed time of a particle










{−(θ − µ− 2pik)2
2σ2
}
, θ ∈ [0, 2pi).





As ρ → 0, WN tends to the uniform distribution, while as ρ → 1, it tends to the
point distribution concentrated in the direction µ.
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1.4.4.2 Wrapped Cauchy (WC) distribution
The wrapped Cauchy distribution is a symmetric unimodal distribution which is ob-
tained by wrapping a Cauchy distribution around a unit circle. Let X be Cauchy





σ2 + (x− µ)2 , x ∈ <, σ > 0,−∞ < µ <∞.





1 + ρ2 − 2ρ cos(θ − µ) , 0 ≤ θ < 2pi,
where ρ = exp−σ see Jammalamadaka and SenGupta (2001)
As ρ → 0, the distribution approaches the uniform distribution and as ρ → 1, the
distribution tends to the point distribution concentrated in the direction µ.
1.4.4.3 Wrapped t (WT) distribution
Pewsey et al. (2007) introduced the three parameter, symmetric unimodal wrapped t
distributions by wrapping a shifted and scaled t distribution onto the unit circle.The
wrapped Cauchy distribution discussed in the last section is a special case of wrapped
t distributions with the degrees of freedom (v) equals 1.

















where ν is the degrees of freedom.
Let Y = µ+λ t be the shifted and scaled Student-t random variable. Then wrapping
Y around the unit circle, obtained the p.d.f. of the WT distribution as
14


















, θ ∈ [0, 2pi)
The parameters ν and λ define the peakness and the concentration of a WT distribu-
tion. When ν = 1 , then the WT distribution is a wrapped Cauchy (WC)distribution
with ρ = e−λ. It tends to a wrapped normal (WN) distribution when ν →∞.
1.4.5 Skewed distributions
As mentioned earlier, skewed circular distributions have become much more of interest
in recent years as they are more suitable to model asymmetric circular data. Next,
we present some skewed circular distributions recently proposed in the literature.
1.4.5.1 Batschelet’s distribution
Batschelet proposed a family of skewed distribution with two parameters. The







sin(θ + ν sin θ), κ ∈ [−1, 1], ν ∈ [−1, 1]
By letting Ψ = Θ− pi
2







cos(ψ + ν cos ψ)










which is a cosine distribution (Fisher, 1993) with mean angle µ = 0.
1.4.5.2 Wrapped exponential (WE) distribution
To obtain skewed circular distribution, the principle of wrapping distribution on the
real line around the unit circle can be used (Jammalamadaka and Kozubowski, 2001,
2004). The exponential distribution on the real line has p.d.f.
f(x;λ) = λ e−λx, x > 0
Using the principle of wrapping on the above exponential distribution around the
unit circle yields the p.d.f. of the WE distribution
f(θ;λ) =
λ e−λθ
1− e−2piλ , θ ∈ [0, 2pi)
When λ = 0, then WE distribution degenerates to the uniform distribution.
1.4.5.3 Wrapped skew-Laplace (WSL) distribution
The skewed Laplace distribution is one of the most common distributions used to
describe the logarithm of particle sizes (Fieller et al., 1992), and it has been used to
analyze bacterial sizes in axenic cultures (Julia and Vives-Rego, 2005). The distribu-
tion has the following density









)|x|, x < 0
(1.4)
By using the principle of wrapping the p.d.f. of the WSL distribution Jammala-











, θ ∈ [0, 2pi)
1.4.5.4 Wrapped skewed normal (WSN) distribution
The family of skewed normal (SN) distributions is an extension of the normal family
obtained by adding s shape parameter to determine skewness. The skewed normal
distribution on the real line was proposed by (Azzalini, 1985). Let the linear random
variable X be skewed normal with skewness parameter λ. Then the standard skewed
normal density with shape parameter λ is
f(x;λ) = 2φ(x) Φ(λx), −∞ < x <∞, −∞ < λ <∞,
where φ(.) and Φ(.) are the standard normal density and distribution functions re-
spectively. Considering location parameter ξ and scale parameter η, let Y = ξ + ηX
and the random variable Y has the density
















where −∞ < y < ∞, −∞ < ξ < ∞, η > 0, −∞ < λ < ∞. The characteristic
function of Y was proposed by (Azzalini and Capitanio, 1999). Pewsey (2006, 2000)
studied the WSN distributions and suggested the characteristic function for these
distributions.
Using the principle of wrapping, the circular random variable Θ= Y (mod 2pi), cor-
responding to wrapping Y onto the unit circle, has density














θ + 2pik − ξ
η
)}
, θ ∈ [0, 2pi)
As η → 0, the distribution approaches to a point distribution, as η →∞, the distri-
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bution tends to the uniform distribution and when λ = 0, the distribution becomes a
WN distribution.
1.5 Literature review
Research on directional data can be traced back to the 18th century. Rayleigh (1880)
studied the distribution of the resultant length of normal vectors and developed
Rayleigh’s one sample test. Exact and approximate tests for mean direction is ex-
plained by Stephens (1962) and also worked on Random walk on a circle in Stephens
(1963). Mardia (1975) discussed statistics of directional data. Mardia and Sutton
(1975) have worked on the modes of a mixture of two Von Mises distributions. Beran
(1979) has worked on Exponential models for directional data. A characterization of
uniform distribution on the circle is studied by Kent et al. (1979). Batschelet (1981)
introduced an influential book on circular statistics discussing applications in Biol-
ogy. Some statistical methods for bivariate circular data has been studied by Rivest
(1982). Fisher (1993) Fisher’s (1993) book presents material for analysing circular
data along with many real life examples that has become an important source of
reference in dealing with circular data. Jammalamadaka and SenGupta (1998) have
worked on predictive inference for directional data. Pewsey (2000) introduced the
wrapped skew-normal distribution on the circle.
Jammalamadaka and Kozubowski (2001) have developed a wrapped exponential cir-
cular model. Pewsey (2002) contributed more on testing circular symmetry. A new
family of circular models: the wrapped Laplace distributions was introduced by Jam-
malamadaka and Kozubowski (2003). Ferna´ndez-Dura´n (2004) have introduced a
new family of circular distributions based on nonnegative trigonometric sums and
extended their work Ferna´ndez-Dura´n (2007) in constructing bivariate models for
circular-circular and circular-linear data. Jones and Pewsey (2005) have worked on
a family of symmetric distributions on the circle. Arnold and SenGupta (2006) have
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proposed a method on probability distributions and statistical inference for axial
data. An asymmetric circular-linear multivariate regression models with applications
to environmental data was given by SenGupta and Ugwuowo (2006). Dattatreya Rao
et al. (2007) proposed the following new wrapped models (i) Wrapped Lognormal (ii)
Wrapped Logistic (iii) Wrapped Weibull and (iv) Wrapped Extreme Value Distribu-
tions.
Pewsey et al. (2007) introduced the wrapped t family of circular distributions. The
wrapped stable family of distributions as a flexible model for circular data was given
by Pewsey (2008). Sarma et al. (2009) studied characteristic function of Wrapped
Half Logistic and Wrapped Binormal Distribution. Abe et al. (2009) studied on Pa-
pakonstantinou’s extension of the cardioid distribution and also derived symmetric
unimodal models for directional data motivated by inverse stereographic projections
Abe et al. (2010). Kato and Jones (2010) discussed a family of distributions on the
circle with links to, and applications arising from, Mo¨bius transformation. Charac-
teristic functions of the wrapped lognormal and the wrapped Weibull distributions
was derived by Sarma et al. (2011). A sine-skewed circular distributions proposed by
Abe and Pewsey (2011).
Dattatreya Rao et al. (2011) introduced Stereographic Logistic model and Stereo-
graphic Lognormal Distribution was given by Girija et al. (2013b). Jones and Pewsey
(2012) studied an inverse Batschelet distributions for circular data. Dattatreya Rao
et al. (2013) discussed on The Rising Sun Wrapped Lognormal and The Rising Sun
Wrapped Exponential Models. Also Radhika et al. (2013) studied on rising Sun
von mises and rising Sun wrapped cauchy circular models. Kato et al. (2013) in-
troduced an extended family of circular distributions related to wrapped Cauchy
distributions via Brownian motion. Girija et al. (2013a) proposed on Bimodal Offset
Cauchy Distribution and a New Circular Model Induced by Inverse Stereographic
Projection on Double Exponential Model-Application to Birds Migration Data in
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Girija et al. (2014). Yedlapalli et al. (2014) studied a new circular model induced
by modified Inverse Stereographic Projection on arctan exponential-type distribu-
tion. Kato and Jones (2015) discussed a tractable and interpretable four-parameter
family of unimodal distributions on the circle. Kato and Pewsey (2015) studied a
Mo¨bius transformation-induced distribution on the torus. Chaubey and Midhu (2015)
discussed circular distributions arising from the Mo¨bius transformation of wrapped
distributions similar to those studied in Kato and Jones (2010). Smooth kernel esti-
mation of a circular density was addressed by Fisher (1989) using symmetric kernels.
Recently Di Marzio et al. (2009) and Taylor (2008) have considered kernel estimation
using the circular kernels. Chaubey (2016) has provided a connection to orthogonal







A circular random variable can be represented either in terms of the angle θ, (0 ≤
θ < 2pi) or as the two-dimensional unit vector (X = cos θ, Y = sin θ)′. In general
a probability model defined on the real line may be transformed to a circular distri-
bution by proper transformation. We have seen an example of this in the previous
chapter as the circular uniform distribution that is basically obtained by mapping
points from [0, 1] to [0, 2pi]. In such distributions, periodicity is implicitly assumed.
In this chapter we will discuss several methods of obtaining circular distribution. For
further discussion in this thesis, one of the methods called the inverse stereographic
projection (ISP) method will be considered in detail.
2.2 Methods of generating circular distributions
A large number of important and interesting circular models may be generated from
different known probability distributions on the real line or on the plane, by a va-
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riety of mechanisms. We discuss four such general methods (Jammalamadaka and
SenGupta, 2001):
(1) Wrapping : Wrapped circular distributions can be obtained by wrapping a
linear distribution around the unit circle. Any linear random variable X on the real
line may be transformed to a circular random variable by reducing its modulo 2pi i.e.,
using
θ = X (mod 2pi).
This process corresponds to taking the real line and wrapping it around the cir-
cle of unit radius, accumulating probability over all the overlapping points x =
θ, θ ± 2pi, θ ± 4pi, .... This is clearly a many-to-one mapping so that if f(x) is the





f(θ + 2pik), θ ∈ [0, 2pi)
By this approach, both discrete and continuous wrapped distributions may be con-
structed. Few wrapped distributions are discussed in the last chapter.
(2) Conditioning/Characterizing : By characterizing properties such as maxi-
mum entropy, it is more informative to ask if there are distributions on the circle which
enjoy certain desirable properties. For example, one may ask which distribution has
the maximum entropy subject to having non-zero first trigonometric moment. The
uniform and von Mises (circular normal) distributions have the maximum entropy
(Mardia and Jupp, 2009) where the entropy of a distribution on the circle with prob-






This is one way of measuring the closeness of a distribution to the uniform distribu-
tion. In addition, if we ask which distribution on the circle has the property that the
sample mean direction and the length of the resultant vector are independent, then
the uniform or isotropic distribution is the answer (Kent et al., 1979; Jammalamadaka
and SenGupta, 2001). This characterization of the uniform distribution is similar to
and as useful as that of the normal distribution on the real line as the one for which
the sample mean and sample variance are independent.
Suppose the direction of the sample resultant vector α0 provides a reasonable mean
direction for a given sample. Suppose one wants to characterize a circular distribu-
tion such that the sample mean direction has the maximum probability around the
population mean direction, then according to von Mises (1918), the circular normal
distribution has this property. The proof is simple and is reproduced below.
Let α1, α2, ...., αn be the observations from the density f(α − γ), where γ may rep-











f ′(αi − γ)
f(αi − γ) = 0. (2.1)
On the other hand, if γ were to be estimated by α0, we also have
n∑
i=1
sin(αi − γ) = 0. (2.2)
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Equations (2.1) and (2.2) hold for all arbitrary αi and all n, so the equality must hold
term by term and thus,
f ′(α− γ)
f(α− γ) = κsin(α− γ)
for some constant κ. Hence,
f(α− γ) = c eκ cos(α−γ)
which gives us the circular normal density.
(3) Offsetting : Offset distribution is a distribution on the plane which is obtained
by transforming a bivariate linear random variable to just its directional component.
This is constructed by accumulating probabilities over all different lengths for a given
direction. We transform the bivariate random vector (X,Y) into polar co-ordinates
(r, θ) and integrate over r for a given θ. If f(x, y) denotes the joint distribution of a






For instance, the offset normal (ON) distribution is constructed from the bivariate
normal distribution φ(x, y;µ,Σ) with mean µ = (µ1, µ2)
′ and covariance matrix Σ. If
ρ denotes the correlation between the variables and σ21, σ
2
2 their variances, the prob-





φ(µ, ν; 0,Σ) + aD(θ)Φ[D(θ)]φ
[










C(θ) = a2(σ22 cos





[µσ2(σ2 cos θ − ρσ1sinθ) + νσ1(σ1sinθ − ρσ2 cos θ)]
and φ(.), Φ(.) are the pdf and cdf of N(0, 1) respectively.










This has been widely used by meteorologists for wind direction under the assumption
that the X and Y components of the wind vector are independently distributed as
N(0, σ21) and N(0, σ
2
2) respectively.
(4) Inverse Stereographic Projection : One may start with a distribution on
the real line R, and apply a stereographic projection that identifies points x on R
with those on the circumference of the circle, say θ. This correspondence is one-to-
one except for the fact that the mass if any, at both +∞ and −∞, are identified
with pi. Moreover, Inverse Stereographic Projection (ISP) is defined by a one-to-one
mapping given by
T (θ) = x = u+ v
sin θ
1 + cos θ






where x ∈ (−∞,∞), θ ∈ [−pi, pi), u ∈ R, and v > 0. Then by Minh and Farnum
(2003)





is a random point on the unit circle.
Let f(x) and F (x) be the density function and distribution function of the random
variable X respectively. Also g(θ) and G(θ) denote the density function and distri-
bution function of the random point θ on the unit circle respectively. Then G(θ) and
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g(θ) can be written in terms of F (x) and f(x) using the following equations as stated
below.








































Student’s t−distribution is well known in Statistics. It was introduced as normal-
ity based sampling distribution and it has enjoyed wide applications over the years.
However, beside its ubiquitous use as a sampling distribution, it now figures widely as
an empirical model for heavy-tailed data, particularly in finance, see (Rachev et al.,
2005). Recently, there has been much interest in the modelling of asymmetry together
with heavy tails. Inverse stereographic projection method of generating circular dis-
tribution is discussed in the previous chapter. In this chapter we will discuss three
different skewed-t distributions on the real line and apply inverse stereographic pro-
jection method to obtain three asymmetric circular distributions which is the main
interest of this thesis. An asymmetric distribution in this fashion will be called ISP
circular skewed-t distribution.
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3.2 Skewed-t distribution on the real line
Sometimes, it is useful to consider an alternative to the normal or t-distribution
which is both heavy tailed and skewed. There are different skewed-t distributions
which were proposed by different authors following different techniques. Amongst
these the following distributions figure promptly: the skewed-t distribution of Jones
and Faddy (2003), obtained by transforming a beta random variable; the skewed-t
distribution based on Azzalini (1985) general form of creating skewed distributions
that is obtained by a specific weighting function (Rosco et al., 2011; Ma and Genton,
2004; Genton, 2004; Sahu et al., 2003; Azzalini and Capitanio, 2003; Branco and
Dey, 2001) , the two-piece skewed-t distribution (Rosco et al., 2011; Ferreira and
Steel, 2007; Ferna´ndez and Steel, 1998). A brief discussion of these three skewed-t
distribution are given below.
3.2.1 The Jones and Faddy (2003) skewed-t distribution
Jones and Faddy proposed a family of distributions which includes the symmetric t-
distribution as special cases, and also includes extension of the t-distribution, taking
value on the real line, with non-zero skewness. Jones and Faddy (2003) introduced
the skewed-t family with density

















where a > 0 and b > 0 be parameters and β(., .) is the beta function. When a = b
then f reduces to the t-distribution on 2a degrees of freedom. When a > b or a < b,
f is positively or negatively skewed respectively. In reality, f(x; a, b) = f(−x; a, b).
Also note that a and b are positive real numbers and need not be integer or half
integer.
Details including two derivations of this distribution is given in Jones (2001). The
first is a mathematical manipulation in which the symmetric t-density function is
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factorized into two parts and those parts are taken to different powers. Though one
important application of the skewed-t distribution is in robustness studies, it is the
significant robust data modelling aspect of the skewed-t distribution, as a model for
data coming from a skewed and/or heavy-tail distribution.
3.2.2 The Azzalini skewed-t distribution
The Azzalini (1985) type skewed-t family is obtained from a general formula for
constructing skewed distributions from a symmetric distribution as given by
f(x;α) = 2g(x)G(αx), x, α ∈ R, (3.2)
where g and G are the density and distribution functions, respectively, of a sym-
metric distribution. When g is the standard normal density φ then f provides the
well-known skew-normal distribution. The parameter α is the skewness parameter,
with positive and negative α leading to positive and negative skewness respectively.
Also α = 0 corresponds to symmetric density g. A lot of extensions exist, replacing
G(αx) in (3.2) by a host of other skewing functions (see Jones, 2008).
The density of the Azzalini type skewed-t distribution, considered in Rosco et al.
(2011), is obtained by replacing g and G in equation (??) by gν , and G, respectively
that gives







, x, α ∈ R. (3.3)
3.2.3 The two-piece skewed-t distribution
An alternative type of the skewed-t family comprises ‘two-piece’ distributions made
up of differently scaled halves of a symmetric distribution. In general, the two-piece
t distribution is given by










I(x ≥ 0), (3.4)
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where I denotes the indicator function and −1 < γ < 1 and fν denote the density
functions of the t distribution on ν degrees of freedom, denoted tν . Although various
equivalent parametrizations exist, (see Rosco et al., 2011; Jones, 2006). The param-
eter γ is a skewness parameter, with positive and negative γ leading to negative and
positive skewness and γ = 0 corresponds to symmetric density.
3.3 Inverse Stereographic Projection (ISP) skewed-
t distribution
By applying ISP method defined by a one to one mapping in equation (2.3) in the
three different skewed-t distribution on the real line discussed in the previous section
we will obtain three different circular ISP skewed-t distribution. In the later sections
we will discuss in details about these circular ISP skewed-t distribution.
3.3.1 Jones and Faddy ISP skewed-t distribution
Considering the Inverse Stereographic Projection (2.3) of the Jones and Faddy skewed-
t distribution (3.1), the corresponding circular p.d.f. by using equation (2.5) is given
by













2 (1−Ψ(θ))b+ 12 (3.5)












For a = b = m
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the equation (3.5) reduces to the modified Minh-Farnum symmetric circular distribu-






















The skewed version of the Cartwrite’s power-of-cosine pdf is obtained by substituting
v =
√
m in equation (3.5), namely


















Both of these versions can adapt the additional location parameter µ that we omit
for simplicity. Wang and Shimizu (2012) and other types of skewed-t densities such
that one by Azzalini and Capitanio (2003) may also be used.
An alternative form of given density in equation (3.5) can be written as




1 + cos θ
(1 + Ψ(θ))a+
1
2 (1−Ψ(θ))b+ 12 (3.8)





(1 + cos θ)2 + v20 sin
2 θ
and−pi ≤ θ < pi.
The proof of the form (3.8) is given below:
Proof.









































































1 + v20 + (1− v20) cos θ
=
v0 sin θ√
(1 + v20 + (1− v20) cos θ)(1 + cos θ)
=
v0 sin θ√
v20(1− cos2 θ) + 1 + 2 cos θ + cos2 θ
=
v0 sin θ√
(1 + cos θ)2 + v20 sin
2 θ
.
3.3.1.1 Reparametrization of Jones and Faddy ISP skewed-t distribution
Reparametrization does not produce a different distribution family but simply re-
expresses the original parameters into new ones, so that these can be better inter-
preted (Jones, 2006). The skewness on the circle is naturally defined to have the
opposite sign from the skewness of its usual linear representation (Jones and Pewsey,
2012). For Jones and Faddy ISP skewed-t family, skewness depends on both the pa-
rameters a and b, through the ratio a/b. Hence we define the new parameters in the





and m = a+ b
Hence the reparametrized form of the Jones and Faddy ISP skewed-t family is ob-







The p.d.f. of the reparametrized Jones and Faddy skewed-t is









































)) and− pi ≤ θ < pi
Here γ is interpreted as the skewness parameter; γ > 1 leads to positive skewness
and γ < 1 leads to negative skewness, where as γ = 1 corresponds to a symmetric
density.
3.3.2 Azzalini type ISP skewed-t distribution
By applying the Inverse Stereographic Projection (2.3) on the Azzalini type skewed-t
distribution (3.3), the pdf of the circular Azzalini type ISP skewed-t distribution by
using equation (2.5) is given by
gA(θ; ν, v, α) =
















































(ν + α2(ν + 1))
and −pi ≤ θ < pi, α ∈ R, I is the regularized incomplete beta function (Johnson et al.,
1995), v > 0 and ν is the degrees of freedom. The parameter α controls skewness and
positive and negative α leading to positive and negative skewness respectively. Also
α = 0 corresponds to symmetric density.
3.3.3 Two-piece ISP skewed-t distribution
By using the Inverse Stereographic Projection (2.3) on the two-piece skewed-t dis-
tribution (3.4), the pdf of the circular two-piece ISP skewed-t distribution by using
equation (2.5) is given by
gTP (θ; ν, v, γ) =















(1 + κ1(θ, γ))
ν+1
2
I(θ < 0) +
1



















ν(1− γ)2 , −pi ≤ θ < pi, v > 0, −1 <
γ < 1, ν is the degrees of freedom and I is the indicator function. The parameter γ
controls skewness and negative and positive γ leading to the positive and negative
skewness respectively. Also γ = 0 corresponds to symmetric density.
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Chapter 4
Shape Characteristics of ISP
Skewed-t Distributions
4.1 Introduction
Estimation of moments in the case of data on real line is replaced by estimation of
the trigonometric moments in the case of circular data. The characteristic functions
corresponding to the newly constructed ISP circular distributions are not explicitly
available, hence they can be evaluated using numerical methods. In this chapter we
will discuss the way of calculating characteristic functions of the new circular models
and present the graphs of the corresponding moments.
4.2 The characteristic function of ISP circular model





eipθ g(θ) dθ , p ∈ Z.
Sarma et al. (2011, 2009) developed the characteristic functions of some new wrapped
models based on the result given in Jammalamadaka and SenGupta (2001). This
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result can not be applied directly in case of ISP circular model. The characteristic
function of an ISP circular model can be obtained in terms of respective linear model
(Girija et al., 2014). The following theorem related to the characteristic function of
linear model which is applied here in the case of ISP circular models was established
by Lukacs (1970).
Theorem 4.2.1. Let X be a random variable with distribution function F (x) and
suppose that S(x) is a finite and single-valued function of x. The characteristic func-
tion of the random variable Y = S(X) is then given by





The characteristic function of ISP circular distribution is obtained by applying
the above theorem that gives the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2.2. Let θ be defined as ISP for a linear random variable X, then the
characteristic function of ISP circular model is
φθ(p) = Φ2 tan−1(X
v
)(p), p ∈ Z.
Proof. Let G(θ) be the distribution function of θ corresponding to ISP transformation






































We calculate characteristic function by using different g(θ) in equation (4.1) for three
different proposed ISP skewed-t density gJF (θ), gA(θ) and gTP (θ). As the integral
cannot be obtained analytically, R programming techniques are applied for the eval-
uation of the values of the characteristic function. In the next section we will discuss
the skewness and kurtosis of the proposed circular distribution graphically.
4.3 Skewness
Moments of the new proposed distributions are not particularly tractable, however,
they can be calculated numerically.
4.3.1 Skewness of Jones and Faddy (JF) ISP skewed-t distri-
bution
In Jones and Faddy (2003) skewed-t distribution (3.1), we discussed about the skew-
ness parameters a and b, where a > b indicates positive skewness and a < b indicates
negative skewness. When a = b then the distribution becomes symmetric.
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Figure 4.1: Probability density functions of Jones and Faddy ISP skewed-t distribu-
tion for different values of a and b
Similarly, as shown in Figure 4.1, the circular skewness for Jones and Faddy (JF)
is zero for a = b, positive for a > b and negative for a < b. The asymmetric function,
and scalar measures of skewness are directly controlled by a and b, suggesting that
a and b itself is an excellent skewness measure for this distribution. Similar pattern
is found for reparametrized JF ISP skewed-t distribution. New skewness parameter
γ > 1 leading to positive skewness and γ < 1 corresponds to negative skewness and
γ = 1 gives a symmetric distribution as in Figure 4.2
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Figure 4.2: Probability density functions of reparametrized JF ISP skewed-t distri-
bution for different values of γ
4.3.2 Skewness of Azzalini type ISP skewed-t distribution
For Azzalini type (1985) skewed-t distribution in Section 3.2.2, we discussed about the
skewness parameters α, where α > 0 indicates positive skewness and α < 0 indicates
negative skewness. For α = 0 the distribution becomes a symmetric distribution.
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α = − 4
α = − 1
Figure 4.3: Probability density functions of Azzalini type ISP skewed-t distribution
for different values of α
As shown in Figure 4.3, similar shape is found for ISP circular distribution,
strongly suggesting positively skew for α > 0 and negatively skew for α < 0. Sym-
metric density is obtained for α = 0.
4.3.3 Skewness of two-piece ISP skewed-t distribution
Skewness of two-piece skewed-t distribution is discussed in Section 3.2.3, where γ > 0
leading to negative skewness and γ < 0 corresponding to positively skew and γ = 0
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tends to symmetric distribution.


















γ = − 0.5
γ = − 0.3
Figure 4.4: Probability density functions of two-piece ISP skewed-t distribution for
different values of γ
Similarly, the circular skewness for two-piece ISP t-distribution is zero for γ = 0,
it positive for γ < 0 and negative for γ > 0 as presented in Figure 4.4.
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Chapter 5
Estimation of Parameters in ISP
Skewed-t Distribution
5.1 Introduction
The general theory and properties of maximum likelihood (ML) estimates have been
discussed in many statistical text books. In this chapter we will discuss maximum
likelihood method for the estimation of parameters of various ISP circular distri-
butions introduced in this thesis using some real data. Likelihood based inference
has the appeal that can readily be extended to address problems such as hypothesis
testing, confidence set construction and finite mixture modelling.
5.2 Maximum likelihood estimation
We can obtain maximum likelihood parameter estimates for the distributions dis-
cussed in Section 3.3 by identifying the parameter values which maximize the likeli-
hood function or equivalently maximize the log-likelihood function.
MLE for Jones and Faddy ISP skewed-t distribution
Suppose that θ = {θ1, θ2, ....θn} is an iid sample of size n from the distribution (3.9),
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then the log-likelihood function is given by
log L(γ,m, v; θ) =
n∑
i=1
log gJF (θi) (5.1)











Solving equations (5.2) to (5.4) simultaneously we can find the maximum likelihood
estimates for the parameters. No explicit forms for the estimates are available but we
can find the estimates for a particular sample of directional data by using numerical
methods.
Similarly, the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameter for the Azzalini type
ISP skewed-t and the two-piece ISP skewed-t distribution are found by using numerical
optimization.
5.3 Data Analysis
In order to exemplify the methodology discussed in the previous sections and its ex-
tension to finite mixture modelling, we consider three different data sets that have
been in the literature, the first is known as ‘Bird Migration Heading Data’ the second
one known as the ‘Drosophila Larval Locomotion Data’ and the third one is ‘Ants
data’. (see Bruderer and Jenni (1990), Holzmann et al. (2006) and Fisher (1993) re-
spectively). Mixture modelling is used to solve various inferential problems associated
with the application of the proposed ISP circular distribution. We will fit our three
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different proposed ISP circular models to the data for visual inspection by estimating
the parameters by the maximum likelihood method. We will also consider mixtures
of these models with the circular uniform distribution in order to avoid zero value of
the density at the tails.
Our comparison will be based on the values of Chi-square goodness-of-fit statistic
and AIC that is defined as
AIC = −2 loge Likelihood + 2p (5.5)
where p is the number of parameters in the model. Even though, log-likelihood
values are good enough for respective comparison of different circular distributions
with same number of parameters, AIC values are useful for cross comparison among
the models with different number of parameters, such as mixture and non-mixture
models. Hence, we have displayed both of these in the tables. Additionally, we have
also displayed the P− values corresponding to the χ2−values that may enable us to
judge the adequacy of the fitted distributions.
5.3.1 Bird migration headings data
The bird migration headings data set introduced to the ornithological literature by
Bruderer and Jenni (1990). The data consists of the ‘headings’ of 1827 migrating
birds recorded at an observational post near Stuttgart during the autumnal migration
period of 1987. Here, the term ‘heading’ refers to the direction, measured in a
clockwise direction from North, of a bird’s body during flight.
Table 5.1: Parameters estimated for Bird migration headings data
Distribution ML Estimates
Jones and Faddy ISP skewed-t m̂ = 5.08, γ̂ = 2.11, v̂ = 2.62
Azzalini type ISP skewed-t v̂ = 1.88, α̂ = 1.58, ν̂ = 2.98
Two-piece ISP skewed-t v̂ = 2.08, γ̂ = −0.52, ν̂ = 3.36
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Table 5.2: Comparison of fit for Bird migration headings data
Distribution Max Log Likelihood AIC χ2 P−value
Jones and Faddy ISP skewed-t -2186.9 4379.9 208.30 0.000
Azzalini type ISP skewed-t -2163.9 4333.9 154.71 0.000
Two-piece ISP skewed-t -2354.1 4714.1 428.77 0.000
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 shows the parameter estimates, maximized log-likelihood, AIC
and chi-square values for three different distributions. The histogram of the data with


























Figure 5.1: Histogram of the 1827 bird-flight headings together with fitted densities
According to Table 5.2, Azzalini type ISP skewed-tmodel gives better fit compared
to other distributions, based on the likelihood, AIC as well as chi-square values.
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However, visually, ISP Jones and Faddy skewed-t and Azzalini type skewed-t is very
similar and it is clear that neither provides good fit to the data. Specifically, neither is
capable of simultaneously modelling the peakedness and long ‘tails’ of the histogram.
Moreover, zero density at the tails that is necessitated by all the new distributions
creates a problem for modelling.
5.3.1.1 Mixture Distributions
To overcome the problem of modelling the peakedness and long ‘tails’ simultane-
ously, we consider an empirical model by mixing the circular uniform distribution
with the proposed ISP skewed-t distribution (Pewsey, 2006). The density of the em-
pirical model which corresponds to mixture distribution with circular uniform and
ISP skewed-t components.
gMJF (θ;m, v, γ, w) =
w
2pi
+ (1− w) ∗ gJF (θ;m, v, γ) (5.6)
gMA(θ; ν, v, α, w) =
w
2pi
+ (1− w) ∗ gA(θ; ν, v, α) (5.7)
gMTP (θ; ν, v, γ, w) =
w
2pi
+ (1− w) ∗ gTP (θ; ν, v, γ) (5.8)
where gMJF (θ;m, v, γ, w), gMA(θ; ν, v, α, w) and gMTP (θ; ν, v, γ, w) are the mixture
ISP Jones and Faddy, Azzalini type and two-piece skewed-t distribution respectively
and w being the mixing probability associated with the two components. The ML
solution obtained by using log-likelihood derived from equation (5.6) to (5.8) and
their comparison of fit is presented in Tables 5.3 and 5.4.
Table 5.3: Parameters estimated for mixture distribution for Bird migration headings
data
Distribution ML Estimates
Jones and Faddy ISP skewed-t m̂ = 17.38, γ̂ = 1.75, v̂ = 2.86, ŵ = 0.096
Azzalini type ISP skewed-t v̂ = 1.65, α̂ = 2.29, ν̂ = 801.4, ŵ = 0.103
Two-piece ISP skewed-t v̂ = 2.34, γ̂ = −0.67, ν̂ = 1599.9, ŵ = 0.117
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Table 5.4: Comparison of fit for mixture distribution for Bird migration headings
data
Distribution Max Log Likelihood AIC χ2−value P−value
Jones and Faddy ISP skewed-t -2098.1 4204.3 28.57 0.195
Azzalini type ISP skewed-t -2111.6 4231.2 37.62 0.028
Two-piece ISP skewed-t -2225.0 4458.1 193.35 0.000
Table 5.4 shows that the mixture of the circular uniform distribution with Jones
and Faddy ISP skewed-t gives a better fit compared to others distributions, according
to the likelihood, AIC as well as chi-square values where as the two-piece ISP skewed-t
provides a very poor fit. The mixture modeling improves both Jones and Faddy ISP
skewed-t and Azzalini type ISP skewed-t distributions as plausible models, however,
only Jones and Faddy type ISP skewed−t seems meaningful according to the P−value.




























Figure 5.2: Histogram of the 1827 bird-flight headings together with fitted mixture
densities
5.3.2 Drosophila larval locomotion data
In our second example, we present an analysis of the n = 180 changes in direction of
a single Drosophila fly larva, measured once per second over a period of three minutes
(Holzmann et al., 2006). The maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters in-
cluding maximized log-likelihood, AIC and chi-square values for three proposed ISP
circular distribution are presented in Tables 5.5 and 5.6. A histogram of the data
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with fitted densities is portrayed in Figure 5.3.
Table 5.5: Parameters estimated for Drosophila larval locomotion data
Distribution ML Estimates
Jones and Faddy ISP skewed-t m̂ = 1.11, γ̂ = 0.79, v̂ = 10.64
Azzalini type ISP skewed-t v̂ = 10.36, α̂ = −0.227, ν̂ = 1.08
Two-piece ISP skewed-t v̂ = 2.61, γ̂ = 0.201, ν̂ = 2.57
Table 5.6: Comparison of fit for Drosophila larval locomotion data
Distribution Max Log Likelihood AIC χ2−value P−value
Jones and Faddy ISP skewed-t -113.98 233.96 1.29 0.731
Azzalini type ISP skewed-t -114.86 235.71 1.31 0.726
Two-piece ISP skewed-t -228.64 463.27 19.10 0.000
Table 5.6 illustrates that Jones and Faddy ISP skewed-t model provides better fit
compared to other distributions, according to the likelihood, AIC as well as chi-square
values. The visual inspection of Figure 5.3 shows that both Jones and Faddy type ISP
skewed-t and Azzalini type ISP skewed-t provide similar fits (actually they overlap
each other), where as the two-piece ISP skewed-t provides a very poor fit. This is
also confirmed using the AIC and χ2− values. Both Jones and Faddy skewed-t and
Azzalini type ISP skewed-t distributions are accepted as good models where as the





















Figure 5.3: Histogram of the Drosophila larval locomotion data together with fitted
densities
Table 5.7: Parameters estimated for mixture distribution for Drosophila larval loco-
motion data
Distribution ML Estimates
Jones and Faddy ISP skewed-t m̂ = 1.27, γ̂ = 0.77, v̂ = 10.51, ŵ = 0.0266
Azzalini type ISP skewed-t v̂ = 10.31, α̂ = −0.212, ν̂ = 0.911, ŵ = 0.06
Two-piece ISP skewed-t v̂ = 2.79, γ̂ = 0.2307, ν̂ = 1215, ŵ = 0.0727
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Table 5.8: Comparison of fit for mixture distribution for Drosophila larval locomotion
data
Distribution Max Log Likelihood AIC χ2−value P−value
Jones and Faddy ISP skewed-t -113.85 235.70 1.02 0.797
Azzalini type ISP skewed-t -114.64 237.27 4.17 0.360
Two-piece ISP skewed-t -207.21 422.41 18.34 0.000
Tables 5.7 and 5.8 present analogous results to those presented in Tables 5.5 and
5.6. Moreover, Figure 5.4 looks similar to Figure 5.3. Becaue of the ISP Jones and
Faddy skewed-t and Azzalini type skewed-t provides good fit except two-piece, mixing





















Figure 5.4: Histogram of the Drosophila larval locomotion data together with fitted
mixture densities
5.3.3 Ants data
In our third example we consider the ants data which consists of directions cho-
sen by 100 ants in response to an evenly illuminated black target as described in
Fisher (1993). Tables 5.9 and 5.10 illustrates the parameter estimates, maximized
log-likelihood, AIC and chi-square values for three different proposed ISP circular
distributions. We also plotted the histogram of the data with fitted densities in Fig-
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ure 5.5. According to Table 5.10, comparing AIC and chi-square values, as well as
looking at the Figure 5.5, we find that ISP Jones and Faddy skewed-t and Azzalini
type skewed-t fits are very close where as the two-piece ISP skewed-t has a very poor
fit. These conclusions are also confirmed according to the P− values. It is well known
from Jones and Faddy (2003), that the parameter γ for the two-piece skewed−t dis-
tribution for the real line can not accommodate both the peakedness and long tails;
this may explain the poor fit here. We also fitted the mixture model (results not
given here) but did not see any improvement in the fit.
Table 5.9: Parameters estimated for Ants data
Distribution ML Estimates
Jones and Faddy ISP skewed-t m̂ = 0.87, γ̂ = 1.074, v̂ = 4.94
Azzalini type ISP skewed-t v̂ = 4.97, α̂ = 0.142, ν̂ = 0.86
Two-piece ISP skewed-t v̂ = 1.91, γ̂ = 0.00029, ν̂ = 1.324
Table 5.10: Comparison of fit for Ants data
Distribution Max Log Likelihood AIC χ2−value P−value
Jones and Faddy ISP skewed-t -132.28 270.56 3.55 0.314
Azzalini type ISP skewed-t -131.94 269.89 3.21 0.359































The basic objective of this thesis is to provide flexible and numerically tractable
probability models for circular data. In this regard we find that inverse stereographic
projection (ISP) method of transforming a distribution on the real line to that on the
perimeter of a unit circle. There have been many families of asymmetric distributions
proposed earlier in the literature which offer a comprehensive varieties of forms such
as that due to Kato and Jones (2010). However, such families involve intensive
computations where as for the new families of distributions based on various skewed-
t families, explicit form of the density function is available.
In order to judge the flexibility of shapes, skewness of each of the resulting dis-
tribution is investigated. On this account we have some success, however, it is not
able to incorporate heavy tails as the density at the tails is necessarily zero. In or-
der to alleviate this problem a mixture model that mixes the resulting ISP circular
distribution with the circular uniform distribution. The skewed-t families chosen for
investigation are those due to Faddy and Jones (2003), Azzalini (1985) and two-piece
skewed-t considered by Rosco et al. (2011).
We have also studied three practical examples with respect to the suitability of the
new models.. We compared the rankings for the models fitted to three different prac-
tical data based on different criteria (maximized log-likelihood, AIC and chi-square
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values), and showed that they can provide somewhat different rankings. Example 1
(Bird migration headings data) illustrates that the Jones and Faddy ISP skewed-t
distribution provides a flexible model for asymmetrically distributed circular data,
particularly when used as a component in finite mixture modelling. On the other
hand, two-piece ISP skewed-t distribution does not fit well. Example 2 (Drosophila
Larval Locomotion data) shows that ISP Jones and Faddy skewed-t and Azzalini type
skewed-t fit very well considering peakedness and long ‘tails’ of the histogram without
finite mixture modelling. The fitted densities are overlapped for ISP Jones and Faddy
skewed-t and Azzalini type skewed-t. Similar results are also obtained for Example
3 (Ants data). That is the estimated densities of ISP Jones and Faddy skewed-t and
Azzalini type skewed-t are overlapping each other. However, ISP circular distribution
obtained from two-piece skewed-t does not fit good for any of three examples. The
graph of this distribution is not of very appealing nature as the two pieces seem to
be fitted forcibly.
The incorporation of a mixture with the uniform circular distribution basically
lifts the tails and provides a very flexible model as seen from the examples. The ISP
circular distribution obtained from the Azzalini type skewed-t involves the distribu-
tion function of the Student’s t distribution, hence is not computationally attractive
over that obtained by Jones and Faddy skewed-t. Hence we can conclude that the ISP
circular distribution obtained from Jones and Faddy skewed-t is an attractive alterna-
tive to other asymmetric unimodal circular distributions, especially when combined
with a mixture of uniform circular distribution.
In this thesis, we have emphasized on generating new skewed circular distributions,
but have not paid much attention to testing or confidence intervals. This may be
pursued in further research.
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windc <- circular(x, type="angles", units="degrees")
plot(windc , cex=1.5, bin=200, stack=TRUE , sep =0.035 , shrink =1.3,
col="blue", main="Circular plot of two observation 15 degree and
385 degree")
arrows.circular(c(windc ,pi),lwd =2)
####Ant data circular plot#######
data(fisherB7c)
plot(fisherB7c , zero=pi/2, rotation=’clock ’,col="blue",stack=TRUE ,
bins =720,cex=1.1,sep=0.1, shrink =1.5, xlim=c(-1,1),ylim=c(-2,1))
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#### Intensive care unit data circular plot#####
plot(fisherB1c , pch=16,
col="red", stack=T, shrink =1.2, bins =720, ticks=T)
rose.diag(fisherB1c , bins=16, col="darkgrey", cex=1,
prop =1.3, add=TRUE)
#### Histogram of bird migration headings #####
thetas <-read.table("F:/Directional Statistics/Thesis/birddata1.txt")
birds <-thetas$V1
hist(birds , breaks =20,xlab="Heading(radians)",ylab="Frequency")
A.2 R-code for density plot of ISP skewed-t dis-
tributions
#### Density plot of Jones and Faddy skewed -t (2003)
theta <-seq(-pi ,pi ,.1)
den.skewt_JF<-function(theta ,a,b,v)
{












plot(thseq ,denseq , type="l",col=1,lty=1,lwd=2,
xlab=expression(theta),ylab=expression(paste(f(theta ))))
lines(thseq ,denseq1 ,col=2,lty=2,lwd =2)
lines(thseq ,denseq2 ,col=3,lty=3,lwd =2)
lines(thseq ,denseq3 ,col=4,lty=4,lwd =2)
lines(thseq ,denseq4 ,col=5,lty=5,lwd =2)
legend(-1, 0.7, c("a=8,b=2", "a=4,b=2", "a=2,b=2", "a=2,b=4",
"a=2,b=8"), col=1:5,lty=1:5,lwd=2,bty="n")












denseq4 <-denR.skewt_JF(thseq ,10 ,.25 ,2)
plot(thseq ,denseq , type="l",col=1,lty=1,lwd=2,
xlab=expression(theta),ylab=expression(paste(f(theta ))))
lines(thseq ,denseq1 ,col=2,lty=2,lwd =2)
lines(thseq ,denseq2 ,col=3,lty=3,lwd =2)
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lines(thseq ,denseq3 ,col=4,lty=4,lwd =2)
lines(thseq ,denseq4 ,col=5,lty=5,lwd =2)
legend(-1, 0.7, c(expression(gamma ==4), expression(gamma ==2),
expression(gamma ==1), expression(gamma ==.5) ,
expression(gamma ==.25)) , col=1:5,lty=1:5,lwd=2,bty="n")
### Density plot of Azzalini type (1985) skewed -t
theta <-seq(-pi ,pi ,.1)
##Inverse Stereographic transformation(ISP) of t
t_theta <-function(theta ,v){
v*\tan(theta/2)}
##density function of skewed -t by Azzalini (1985) with ISP
den.skewt_Azz <-function(theta ,v,nu ,alpha ){
dt(t_theta(theta ,v),nu)*pt(alpha*t_theta(theta ,v)*sqrt((nu+1)
/(nu+t_theta(theta ,v)^2)) ,nu+1)*v*(1+\ tan(theta/2)^2)
}






plot(thseq ,denseq , type="l",col=1,lty=1,lwd=2,
xlab=expression(theta),ylab=expression(paste(f(theta ))))
lines(thseq ,denseq1 ,col=2,lty=2,lwd =2)
lines(thseq ,denseq2 ,col=3,lty=3,lwd =2)
lines(thseq ,denseq3 ,col=4,lty=4,lwd =2)
lines(thseq ,denseq4 ,col=5,lty=5,lwd =2)
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legend(-3, 0.7, c(expression(alpha ==4), expression(alpha ==1),
expression(alpha ==0), expression(alpha ==-4),
expression(alpha ==-1)), col=1:5,lty=1:5,lwd=2,bty="n")
### Density plot of two -piece skewed -t
theta <-seq(-pi ,pi ,.1)
##Inverse Stereographic transformation(ISP) of t
t_theta <-function(theta ,v){
v*\tan(theta/2)}
##density function of two -piece skewed -t with ISP
den.skewt_TP<-function(theta ,v,nu ,gamma ){




thseq <-seq(-pi ,pi ,.1)
denseq <-den.skewt_TP(theta ,2 ,10 ,.5)




plot(thseq ,denseq , type="l",col=1,lty=1,lwd=2,
xlab=expression(theta),ylab=expression(paste(f(theta ))))
lines(thseq ,denseq1 ,col=2,lty=2,lwd =2)
lines(thseq ,denseq2 ,col=3,lty=3,lwd =2)
lines(thseq ,denseq3 ,col=4,lty=4,lwd =2)
lines(thseq ,denseq4 ,col=5,lty=5,lwd =2)
legend(-3, 0.4, c(expression(gamma ==.5) , expression(gamma ==.3) ,
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expression(gamma ==0), expression(gamma ==-.5),
expression(gamma ==-.3)), col=1:5,lty=1:5,lwd=2,bty="n")
A.3 R-code for maximum likelihood estimation




#likelihood function of the sample of circular data usning StJF dist.
logLik_StJF <- function(param) {


















#likelihood function of the sample of circular data usning StAzz dist
logLik_StAzz <- function(param) {
v<-param [1];nu<-param [2]; alpha <-param [3]









mle_th<- maxLik(logLik_StAzz , start = c(v=1.7,nu=1,alpha =0.1))
summary(mle_th)
AIC(mle_th)





#likelihood function of the sample of circular data usning StTP dist.
logLik_StTP <- function(param) {
v<-param [1];nu<-param [2]; gamma <-param [3]
sum(log(den.skewt_TP(thetass ,v,nu ,gamma )))
}
###Testing logLik_St two -piece






mle_th<- maxLik(logLik_StTP , start = c(v=2,nu=5,gamma =0.0005))
summary(mle_th)
AIC(mle_th)
A.4 R-code for histogram with fitted densities
## Histogram of bird migration heading data with fitted densities
hist(thetass , prob=TRUE , breaks =50,xlim=c(-3,3),xlab="Heading(radians
main=NULL)
curve(denR.skewt_JF(x,5.08 ,2.11 ,2.62) , col=1,lty=1,lwd=2,add=T)
curve(den.skewt_Azz(x,1.88 ,2.98 ,1.58) , col=2,lty=3,lwd=2,add=T)
curve(den.skewt_TP(x,2.08 ,3.36 , -0.52) , col=4,lty=2,lwd=2,add=T)
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legend(-3, 0.55, c("St.JF skewed -t", "St.Azz skewed -t",
"St.TP skewed -t"), col=c(1,2,4),lty=c(1,3,2),lwd=2,bty="n")
## Histogram of Larval data with fitted densities
hist(thetass , prob=TRUE , breaks =50,xlim=c(-3,3),xlab="Radians",
main=NULL)
curve(denR.skewt_JF(x,1.111 ,0.79 ,10.64) , col=1,lty=1,lwd=2,add=T)
curve(den.skewt_Azz(x,10.36 ,1.08 , -0.227) , col=2,lty=3,lwd=2,add=T)
curve(den.skewt_TP(x,2.61 ,2.57 ,0.201) , col=4,lty=2,lwd=2,add=T)
legend(-3, 1.4, c("St.JF skewed -t", "St.Azz skewed -t",
"St.TP skewed -t"), col=c(1,2,4),lty=c(1,3,2),lwd=2,bty="n")
## Histogram of Ants data with fitted densities
hist(thetass , prob=TRUE , breaks =40,xlim=c(-3,3),xlab="Radians",
main=NULL)
curve(denR.skewt_JF(x,0.87 ,1.074 ,4.94) , col=1,lty=1,lwd=2,add=T)
curve(den.skewt_Azz(x,4.97 ,0.86 ,0.142) , col=2,lty=3,lwd=2,add=T)
curve(den.skewt_TP(x ,1.91 ,1.324 ,0.000289) , col=4,lty=2,lwd=2,add=T)
legend(-3, 1.1, c("St.JF skewed -t", "St.Azz skewed -t",
"St.TP skewed -t"), col=c(1,2,4),lty=c(1,3,2),lwd=2,bty="n")
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